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Instructions: 
 

1) Place the two large unmarked red and blue disks 
(territories) opposite each other about an inch apart in 
the center of the Valley of War. Players sit beyond 
opposite ends of the Valley. 

 
 

2) Stack the two large white dice (officially called ‘Eyes of 
the Empire’, or more simply, ‘Empire Dice’) with the red 
markings on top of one another on the center of the 
large red disk (Red Territory). Do the same with the 
Empire Dice that have the blue markings on the Blue 
Territory. Stack the Empire Dice so their colored 
markings are facing their opponent’s. 

 
 
3) The markings on the Empire Dice should look like this: 
 
 

 



4) Give the player representing red (The Red Emperor) the 
10 small red disks (Samurai). Give the player 
representing blue (The Blue Emperor) the 10 blue 
Samurai. Each Emperor should set their Samurai Disks 
onto the floor next to them. 

 

 
 

5) Place the 30 black dice (Ninjas) on the floor outside of 
the Valley. The Ninjas have no allegiance so both 
Emperors share the supply of Ninjas. 

 

 
 
6) The Emperors decide who is the ‘Haji’. The Emperor who is 

chosen to be ‘Haji’ says ‘Haji’ at the beginning of each 
throw. 

 
7) Both Emperors throw at the same time throughout the 

entire game even if they are in different War Phases in 
the game.  

 
8) War Phase I: Both Emperors throw a Ninja (a black 

die) at their opponent’s Empire Dice at the same time. The 
object is to knock both Empire Dice outside of your 
opponent’s Territory. 

 



 
9) If an Empire Die is only half off or only has a corner 

overlapping its Territory it is still not knocked out. An 
Empire Die that is only touching its Territory but is not 
overlapping in any way is knocked out. 

 
 
10) War Phase II: If an Emperor has successfully 

knocked both of his opponent’s Empire Dice out of their 
Territory he begins War Phase ii (his opponent continues 
in War Phase I until he does the same). You begin War 
Phase II by throwing a Samurai disk. Only one Samurai is 
tossed per throw. The object is to have it land in your 
opponent’s Territory so it Occupies it.  The Samurai disk 
may Occupy your opponent’s Territory in three different 
ways: 

A) Completely lying on your opponent’s 
Territory 

B) Partially lying on your opponent’s Territory 
C) Partially or completely lying on another one 

of your Samurai already Occupying your 
opponent’s Territory. 

 



 
11) War Phase II (continued): If the Samurai disk is 

only touching the Territory it does not Occupy it. When 
you have 3 Samurai simultaneously Occupying your 
opponent’s Territory you move onto War Phase III. 

 
 

 
12) War Phase III: When you move onto War Phase III 

your opponent’s ‘Empire Dice’ are now called ‘The Eyes of 
the emperor’ or simply, his ‘Eyes’. If both of your 
opponent’s Eyes are lying with their markings facing up 
you take both of them, blinding your opponent and you 
win the game. If one of his Eyes are facing up you take it.  
You throw Ninja at his Eyes to roll them over. When one 
of his Eyes face up you take it. 

 

 
 
13) War Phase III (continued):  If while in War Phase 

III all of your Samurai get knocked out of your 
opponent’s Territory you lose your Occupation and you 
must start War Phase II all over again. When you finish 
War Phase II again you move back into War Phase III. While 
in War Phase II you may not take your opponent’s Eyes. 

 
14) War Phase III (continued):  The first to take the 

other’s ‘Eyes of the Emperor’ wins the game. 

 



Rules: 
 
1) If at any time all Ninjas are inside the Valley and at least 

one of the Emperors is in a War Phase where he needs to 
throw them, all throwing stops and all Ninjas are picked 
out so they may be thrown in again as needed. 

 
2) If at any time all of an Emperor’s Samurai are inside the 

Valley and he is in a War Phase where he needs to throw 
them all throwing stops and all Non-Occupying Samurai 
from both sides are picked out so they may be thrown in 
again as needed. 

 
3) While throwing Emperors may not let any part of their 

body or clothing pass the vertical space directly above 
the edge of the Valley. If they do it is up to their opponent 
whether or not to restart the game. 

 

 
 

4) If both emperors lose all of their ‘Eyes’ in the same 
throw the game is a Loss-Draw and is worth half of a loss 
in Tournament Play. 

 
 

 
 


